The effects of minimally coupling a gravity to matter on a flat Robertson-Walker geometry are explored. Particular attention is paid to the evolution of the symplectic structure and the Liouville measure it defines. We show that the rescaling freedom introduced by choice of fiducial cell leads to a symmetry between dynamical trajectories, which together with the Liouville measure provides a natural volume weighting explanation for the generic existence of attractors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Minimal coupling represents the simplest manner of adding matter to a gravitational theory. This is achieved, in effect, by taking a matter action and replacing ordinary derivatives with their covariant counterparts, raising and lowering indices with the metric and performing integrals over space-time using a volume form determined by the metric. The resulting theory will obey the equivalence principle and principle of general covariance if the gravitational theory does. When restricted to the flat (k = 0) Robertson-Walker geometries, the homogeneous and isotropic models on which much of cosmology is founded, further simplifications occur. Since space is homogeneous only temporal derivatives play a role in our theory, and thus all the covariant derivatives remaining are simply derivatives with respect to some choice of time coordiante. Furthermore, any choice of of scale factor (or equivalently volume) is determined only up to a choice of overall scale, since physical parameters must be measured with respect to some fiducial cell whose size should play no role in dynamics. It can be argued that if our spatial manifold is compact, such as a three-torus say, then this structure could provide a length scale against which futher measurement can be based. However from the perspective of an observer who only has access to homogeneous local field configurations there is no physical observation of the fields from which this length scale can be deduced. This freedom to rescale leads to a symmetry on the space of solutions. This has been discussed in the context of inflation in Loop Quantum Cosmology [1, 2] and its result in explaining inflationary attractors in [3] .
The existence of attractors extends beyond the relatively simple context of single field inflation in general relativity. Here we will show how attractors arise in generic theories of gravity minimally coupled to matter as a result of the rescaling invariance. The restriction to minimally coupled systems, particularly those which obey the weak energy condition, will be made to allow for certain technical constructions, such as the monotonicity of a field variable (the conjugate momentum to volume) which will be used in evaluating the area of phase space occupied by sets of dynamical trajectories. As will be shown, this is not strictly required, but does simplify matters considerably. This paper is laid out as follows: In the following section (II) we will introduce a generic form for gravitation theories minimally coupled on a flat, Robertson-Walker geometry and establish some background results regarding symmetry. In section (III) we introduce the Liouville measure in this context and show how its evolution acts on this symmetry. This brings us to some physical applications and the interpretation of relative phase space volume as a probability measure in section (IV). Finally we conclude with some notes on application beyond minimal coupling.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let us consider an action for gravity minimally coupled to matter on some Lorentzian manifold M:
Here and throughout, the subscript m shall refer to the matter, whose dynamics are determined by the matter Lagrangian, L m through fields q.
In particular, let us examine flat Robertson-Walker geometries which are coupled minimally to matter, with the gravitational Lagrangian left largely unconstrained, being only a function of the Hubble rate (the only gauge invariant geometrical quantity available). Matter will be defined in terms of fields, coordinatized by q i :
For choices of the function g[H] this can represent General Relativity (g[H] = H 2 ), F (R) theory, effective Loop Quantum Cosmology [4] etc. Indeed, since the Hubble rate is the only geometrical observable, any theory should be cast in the mold. The fields are minimally coupled as v, the volume of some fiducial cell, multiplies each term. Let us further demand that g be differentiable with invertible derivative 1 . Then we immediately obtain:
In which the Φ i determine uniquely theq i or are constraints, and b represents the momentum conjugate to volume. The symplectic structure is given:
Hence we derive the Hamlitonian
Which, upon gathering terms is of the form:
Note that there is a useful separation between the gravitational degree of freedom, encoded in P v and the matter which contributes to H m . The notation has been chosen to indicate that one can simply make the substitution of momenta in the matter Hamiltonian. At this point we are simply considering the behaviour of a Robertson-Walker geometry, however, anisotropies can also be encoded within this when dealing with a Bianchi I cosmology [5] .
From (2.5) and (2.4) it is immediately apparent that there exists a symmetry of our system corresponding to rescaling the volume whilst keeping its conjugate momentum (b) and the matter coordinates (q) and matter momenta (p m ) fixed. This symmetry exists because on we have performed the spatial integrals in the action (2.1) over a fiducial cell whose size is arbitrary -it is a fundamental symmetry of the system that choosing a different cell, and hence rescaling v by a constant, should lead to identical dynamics for the observable degrees of freedom.
Define the vector field G by
Then we find that G generates a symmetry between solutions. Under the action of this vector field, the matter degrees of freedom (and hence matter Hamiltonian and symplectic structure) are conserved:
G commutes with the Hamiltonian flow, and its action on the constraint and symplectic structure are given
where X H is the vector field generated by the Hamiltonian flow. As a further consequence solely of minimal coupling, the continuity equation is automatically satisfied:ρ
Further the volume momentum is monotonic non-increasing when considering matter which obeys the weak energy condition:
III. THE LIOUVILLE MEASURE
In order to perform any solution counting we require a measure on phase space. One such measure which is readily available with the tools already introduced is the Liouville measure. Before continuning with our analysis of minimally coupled systems, let us recount some properties of this measure.
Our phase space is a symplective manifold on which Liouville's theorem states that the volume of phase space occupied by a set of dynamical trajectories as measured by the Poincare invariant (the top power of the symplectic structure) is invariant under evolution, ie L X H ω n = 0. In fact, the symplectic structure itself is conserved, not only its highest power.
The measure is invariant under coordinate transformations, a reparametrization of our system. Such reparametrizations are of great importance as, in the absence of external input, there is often no natural choice of parametrization of a physical system. If we are told simply that a free parameter in our system takes a value in some (interval of a) field, for example, a suitable choice of parametrization can transform between any pair of chosen priors for such a parameter [6] . Our system is described by a Lagrangian L[x,ẋ]. If we make a change of variable to w[x] we find:
and we are lead to the same measure regardless of the choice of parametrization. To evaluate the number of solutions to our minimally coupled system, we must consider a surface which each solution crosses exactly once. Since we have established that P v is monotonic, setting surfaces of constant P v will perform this role.
2 Our space of solutions is therefore:
and Liouville's theorem assures us of the invariance of this measure under changes in the choice of C. On such surfaces, ρ is constant and the symplectic structure can be expressed:
Thus, raising this to the nth power to form our measure. Note that since ρ is a function of the q i and p i which is constant, then not all of the dq i and dp i can be orthogonal. In other words, we can use the constancy of matter energy density on this surface to determine one of the momenta in terms of the remaining phase space coordinates. Repeating this process term by term in the 2n-form we find:
(dq j ∧ dp j ) (3.5)
In each term p i can be expressed in terms of the remaining phase-space coordinates. Let us now turn our attention to the topology of the space of solutions, S C . In particular, we shall examine the effects of minimal coupling gravity when the space of solutions to the pure matter Hamlitonian at a fixed energy, S m (E) is compact. Although it is possible to perform analysis on the dynamical behaviour of solutions on a non-compact space, our ultimate aim will be to define fractions of phase-space volume on which solutions exhibit certain properties. In non-compact spaces there is a further ordering problem of how the counting of solutions is performed which will not be analysed here, and hence we shall confine ourselves to the relatively simpler scenario. Since there exists a scaling freedom in v, the total space of solutions is non-compact. However, the existence of the non-compact gauge direction allows us to remove this.
Let us define the (non-canonical) coordinate R on phase space by
Thus our gauge direction is parametrized by R:
By further introducing angular coordinates θ, ψ i we can let v = Rcos[θ] and
Here T i is a decomposition of the unit sphere in angular coordinates given:
Thus our Hamiltonian constraint can be written:
Thus it is apparent that the topology of S C is inherited directly from H m , being
Thus if S m is a compact space, the space of physically distinct solutions of our system will be compact, with a real degree of freedom in the gauge direction. We could, at this stage, project our measure onto these coordinates and consider the gauge direction, as on the space of solutions dv = dR/cos [θ] . Eventually to form a useful measure on will have to 'project out' the gauge direction, usually be fixing an interval in R or v over which to perform an integral, and this choice will lead to distinct measures. This is normally be carried out by selecting v, however since R represents the gauge direction more completely, this leads to a simplification of structures which will be highlighted below.
Phase space measures are typically employed to answer questions regarding inflationary cosmology [1, 2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, let us consider the canonical example of GR coupled to a massive scalar field which will perform the roll of inflaton. For brevity of expression we shall set all masses, physical constants etc to unity. Our matter Lagrangians are
and so b =˙v v and P = vφ. Hence in the original variables we find our Hamiltonian and measure
In terms of the gauge direction, we let v = Rcos(θ) P = Rsin(θ) and these can be expressed:
On a given portion of phase space, these two measures are identical; however when projecting out by taking an integral over a fixed range in R as opposed to a fixed range in v the resulting measures differ. This generalizes the results presented in [3] .
Generalizing to n + 1 (possibly interacting) scalar fields, our Hamiltonian is
Here we see the role of R and θ made more explicit -tan[θ] represents to split between kinetic and potential energy in the system at a fixed b, and the angular coordinates parametrize the distribution of kinetic energy across the differing field momenta. Since there is an S n symmetry in this choice, the individual ψ do not appear in the Hamiltonian. These multifield models of inflation lead to a range of differing physical outcomes depending on the specific choice of potential and interactions [12] [13] [14] and exhibit attractors [15] .
On examination of the symplectic structure we again see the symmetry in distribution of kinetic energy made explicit:
To simplify this somewhat we note that the Hamiltonian constraint again allows us to rewrite sin[θ] in terms of b and V [ − → φ ]. Furthermore, since each of the T i with i < n contain a term proportional to T i−1 multiplied by a term in ψ i we can expand the product of dT i and multiply out to obtain the unit measure on the n-sphere S n thus:
in which dS n is the metric on the unit n-sphere reflecting the angles ψ, and
Thus for multi-field 'n-flation' models there is a clear separation of the measure into distributing the matter energy density between kinetic and potential. Furthermore, for theories of gravity other than pure GR, the direct substitution of
is the relevant correction to the Friedmann relation between energy and gravitational momentum as in eq. 2.6. In particular, if we wish to evaluate the section of phase-space, after gauge-fixing R, on which the fraction of matter energy which is potential is greater than Q, say, we find:
in which A[V ] represents that fraction of the potential on which the condition is met, and C[V ] is the total area in which the potential energy is below the total energy. Thus this condition depends solely on the shape of the potential V and is independent of the particular choice of gravitational theory.
IV. INDUCED PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Let M be a manifold, which can be decomposed into as the product of two separate manifolds:
In which S is compact, and G is non-compact. Further, let Ξ M be a volume form on M: From this one can induce a normalized volume form Ξ S on S by
However, since G is non-compact, any integral is calculated as the limit of integrals over compact subspaces G = ∪G i . Freedom of union and repartition of these subspaces means that any separate sequence G n i is equally valid, and therefore inequivalent volume forms can be created by using differing choices of partitioning G at separate points on S. Let T be the space of such sequences. One can therefore create a family of inequivalent measures
In which g i : S → T is a choice of sequence for each point in S. Thus the projection of a measure on a non-compact space onto a compact subspace is not unique. As an example let us consider S = [0, 1] and G = R. Then the measure dxdy on M seems a natural choice for Ξ M and if we let G i be independent of choice of x we recover through this process the usual measure dx on [0, 1]. However, we could equally have chosen to cover R by choosing:
For any always positive function f , and taking the limit λ → ∞ we recover the measure
Thus it is clear that by choice of limiting procedure in the non-compact direction, one can induce any volume form on a compact submanifold.
A. Induced Physical Measures
In considering the Liouville measure in the case of minimally coupled fields, recall that we do indeed have a non-compact gauge direction, R. If we wish to induce a measure on only the physically relevant variables we must integrate out this freedom. However, as was shown above, integrating over this non-compact direction can induce differing measures depending on how limits are taken. The key motivation behind the use of the Liouville measure is its preservation under evolution, however although the volume of any section of phase space is conserved, the area obtained by projecting onto a subset of variables is not, unless the gauge direction evolves uniformly [16] .
Let r = R n+1 . Then ← − ω = f (K)dr ∧ dK where K comprise the physically relevant variables comprising the remaining degrees of freedom in our system. We would like to project out the gauge direction, to form a measure χ = f (K)dK. Liouville's theorem states that L X H ω = 0 where X H is the flow induced by the Hamiltonian. Indeed it would be sufficient for our purposes, since we normalize, if L X H χ ∼ χ. However, since r will evolve we find:
Therefore this procedure is unique only when L X H r is independent of initial choices of variables K. In general this is not true:
This can contain terms proportional to any of the physically relevant variables, and therefore one cannot unambiguously project the Liouville measure. Since Liouville's theorem holds, we can use this to explain the existence of attractors in phase space. Consider forming a measure by projecting out the gauge direction by integrating over a fixed interval, I at some initial b. Since the volume of phase space as measured by ← − ω is conserved throughout the evolution, any change in the length of I is compensated by a change in the distribution over physically relevant variables. In particular, by performing this integration on 4.6 we find:
Therefore between two points, b = b i and b = b f say, χ is not conserved. Thus we find that the expansion in the gauge direction can be expressed as a change in measure, in effect bringing about a probability density function
whose magnitude is determined, up to overall normalization, by the expansion of the extent of the gauge direction. In particular we find that P (K) is largest on those solutions which expand the most in the gauge direction, and thus our measure becomes most focused on those solutions. Here, if the potential is unbounded above 3 those solutions can be determined to be those on which θ is minimized -i.e. solutions which have the highest potential energy, and hence the greatest expansion. We therefore recover a version of "volume weighting" [17] [18] [19] of solutions -those solutions which undergo the greatest expansion are dynamically attractors .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The existence of a gauge symmetry in the Hamiltonian formulation of cosmology is apparent, regardless of the particular theory in question. This symmetry is basis of the attractor behaviour apparent in dynamical systems. The existence of attractors, although it would initially appear to contradict Liouville's theorem, in fact is a direct consequence of said theorem. It is the manner in which gauge directions are projected out that leads to this phenomenon.
Furthermore, the solutions which appear as attractors are those which undergo the greatest expansion. This is a theory agnostic result, arising from nothing more than the principle of minimally coupling matter to a gravitational action. The expansion of the space of solutions along the gauge direction is compensated by the convergence of solutions on these attractors. In theories which approximate GR at low energies, such solutions will be those which are almost de-Sitter.
Although here we have focussed on minimally coupled systems, many of the results extend naturally to non-minimal coupling. The significant role played by minimal coupling is that the conjugate momentum to volume is, given that matter obeys energy conditions, monotonic. Thus we can treat this as a clock, and use its constancy to provide a surface on which to count solutions. Furthermore, due to the relationship between this variable and matter energy density this grants us direct access to physical observables on each trajectory, and thus we are able to ask questions of the distributions of observables at an identifiable event (e.g. a given value of the Hubble parameter). In the case of non-minimal coupling the distinction between matter and geometrical parameters becomes less clear, and without a specific theory one cannot tell if certain parameters would form a good clock. Thus one would be unable to know a priori if two sets of observations came from distinct trajectories. One way around this problem is to follow the methods of quantum cosmology [20] and introduce a minimally coupled massless scalar field to act as a clock, whose momentum would be a constant of the motion. Thus observables could be evaluated on slices of constant time, as defined by this clock. However, in the absence of direct observations of the clock the choice of initial time at any configuration of physical parameters is arbitrary, and thus we once again encounter a problem of counting.
Let us finish with some speculative remarks. Consider fields interacting subject to a potential V (φ), whose initial configuration is determined by some process at a high energydensity. As this density drops, these solutions are focused on those with the highest expansion rate. Local minima of V will appear as cosmological constants for fields defined about such minima. Therefore one should expect attractors to be the highest cosmological constant available within the potential. Given a randomly selected potential, this would seem to greatly exceed the observed value. However, the observed value of the cosmological constant is close to the anthropic bound, and thus volume weighted attractors provide the natural counterpart to this: Anthropic considerations place an upper bound on Λ, and the attractor behaviour pushes solutions to this bound.
